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Linebacker Byron Archambault certainly doesn't have a crystal ball to see what he can 
expect for the upcoming 2015 season, but he will do anything to impress the many 
scouts who will be present in the evaluation camp of the Canadian Football League 
camp in Toronto from March 27 to 29. 

Having hoisted the Vanier Cup alongside his Université de of Montréal Carabins 
teammates in 2014, the 6-foot, 250 lb linebacker is technically eligible for a fifth season 
with the Carabins. However, he now finds himself at the threshold of a door leading to a 
career in professional football. The star player participated in regional trials of the NFL 
on February 21st, and even if he was not selected to advance to the NFL Super Regional, 
he wants to use that experience to attract the attention of teams in the CFL. 

"It helped me a lot, because I have seen the areas on which I have to work: I have to be 
agile and have the ability to move around on the ground with speed. On the other hand, 
I feel good and I'm progressing every days" he said. "I want to show the coaches that I 
can play at this level and I am prepared for the CFL tryouts. I focus on that." 

Waiting for the big day, Archambault was able to do training exercises with the 
Carabins, who held their winter camp last week at St. John Vianney College. He is ready 
for any possibility, especially as he has spoken with several CFL teams, but he should 
know more when the CFL draft is completed in the spring. 

"Some have begun their investigations about me and have contacted my coaches at 
UdeM. I also received some personal calls and I had to answer questions; they 
wondered if I am a team player and how I would react in a particular situation," he 
explained. 

Now, is a return to the Carabins a possibility? 

"I'll be ready if the coaches need me. At UdeM, we will have a team with leadership and 
it will be exciting," he said. 

Carabins Head Coach Danny Maciocia said, "The final decision is up to him, but he works 
so hard I'm sure he will succeed. If he leaves, we have several young replacements who 
are ready to perform." 
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